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The Seven Keys to Managing Strategic AccountsMcGraw-Hill, 2003
Strategic accounts are your firm’s lifeblood: they play a critical role in  its success or failure. The Seven Keys to Managing Strategic Accounts is  filled with best practices and examples of how to intelligently manage key  interactions and relationships with these vital accounts—for greater loyalty,  higher profitability,...
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World Class Reliability: Using Multiple Environment Overstress Tests to Make it HappenAMACOM, 2004
This book describes powerful tools for the twenty-first century that can predict and correct potential field failures at the design stage of the product, so companies don't have to wait helplessly to witness failures in the hands of customers.




Six Sigma has been a giant in the quality movement but has been a pygmy in...
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The Slayer's Guide To DerroMongoose Publishing, 2003
The derro have long been a mysterious race, hiding in darkness, their presence frequently but a whisper. Brought to the fore in this supplement, their culture, habitats, methods of warfare, and more are detailed in full so as to be usable by game masters and players alike.

The dwarven racesarequitediverse,but perhapsthe most deviant,...
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Blogging to Drive Business: Create and Maintain Valuable Customer ConnectionsQue, 2010
Use Blogging to Supercharge Sales, Customer Loyalty, Innovation, and Profits

 

Blogging can help you deepen customer loyalty, reach new customers, gain indispensable feedback, and drive more sales. This no-nonsense guide...
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Retail Branding and Store Loyalty: Analysis in the Context of Reciprocity, Store Accessibility, and Retail Formats (Handel und Internationales Marketing Retailing and International Marketing)Springer, 2013

	Marketers and retailers have to understand how to manage different consumer perception levels of retail brands, which have a major determining role on store loyalty across different complex contexts. Addressing these issues, Bettina Berg analyzes first whether corporate reputation and retail store equity have a reciprocal relationship in...
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Mobile Marketing: Finding Your Customers No Matter Where They AreQue, 2010

	I believe that mobile marketing is the marketing of the future. My name is Cindy Krum, and I am the author of Mobile Marketing: Finding Your Customers No Matter Where They Are. This book is intended to be a comprehensive guide for marketers and anyone who wants a clearer understanding of how they can integrate mobile marketing with their...
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COMPTON STREET LEGEND: Notorious Keffe D’s Street-Level Accounts of Tupac and Biggie Murders, Death Row Origins, Suge Knight, Puffy Combs, and Crooked CopsKingDoMedia, 2019

	The infamous Suge Knight, former Death Row Records CEO, and I are the only living eyewitnesses to the deadly confrontation on the Las Vegas strip between the occupants of our two vehicles. A violent confrontation that led to the deaths of two of Hip-Hop’s biggest stars (Tupac Shakur & Christopher ‘Notorious B.I.G.’ Wallace)...
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Bridging the Generation GapCareer Press, 2007

	Miscommunication… Employee conflict… Work ethic debates… Loyalty issues… Varying wants and needs… If you are a manager, human resources professional, or business owner, you are faced with these types of issues every day. But why? Because currently, there are five generations in the workplace: Radio Babies...
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Building Your Team's Morale, Pride, And SpiritCenter for Creative Leadership, 2004
This book will help you determine your current level of readiness with respect to the characteristics and skills necessary for building morale, pride and spirit.

To build morale, pride, and spirit, a leader needs certain characteristics and skills. This book will help you determine your current level of readiness. It describes two key...
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Secret Service: Hidden Systems That Deliver Unforgettable Customer ServiceAMACOM, 2003

	Foreword by Capodagli and Lynn Jackson, coauthors of "The Disney Way". All businesses have customers, but how many of them deliver unforgettably good customer service? "Secret Service" reveals the hidden systems of the few exceptional companies that do: what actions they take behind the scenes to consistently surpass...
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A Fiduciary Approach to Delegated and Implementing Rule-Making in the EU: How to Trust the CommissionSpringer, 2019

	
		
			This book focuses on the evaluation of delegated and implementing rule-making, based on Articles 290 and 291 TFEU. These articles have attracted considerable attention since their introduction in 2009, and their implementation is one of the most hotly debated questions in European Administrative Law. The book takes up this...
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Visual Data Mining: Techniques and Tools for Data Visualization and MiningJohn Wiley & Sons, 2002

	Business intelligence solutions transform business data into conclusive, fact-based, and actionable information and enable businesses to spot customer trends, create customer loyalty, enhance supplier relationships, reduce financial risk, and uncover new sales opportunities. The goal of business intelligence is to make sense of change-to...
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